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Is the Austrian province of 
Styria a consistently livable 

place, a proverbial island of 
the blessed? Or do we rather 
face numerous challenges 
that need to be addressed in 
the best possible way?

Answering these basic questions  
leads us to recognise which 
social challenges everyone 
of us is particularly concerned 
about.  

At the same time it is our 
individual choice if we keep 
being part of our societal 
challenges or if we start to 
become part of the solution.

And then there are those 
among us, who give prime 
importance of their lives to 
make the world a better 
place by making use of 
their entrepreneurial talent.  
 
At the Social Business 
Club Styria (SBCS) we call 
these individuals social 
entrepreneurs, thus naming 
those people who want 
to foster positive social 
development by realizing the 
means of social business. 

Even if everyone knows 
several companies that are 
compelling because of their
sustainably designed products, 
no one has yet taken 
initiative to survey the socially 
innovative companies in 
Styria and their social impact. 

The aim of this report is to 
support this goal as good as 
possible and thus provide 
new insights into this forward-
looking economic sector.  
 
In this sense, I can guarantee 
a positive reading experience 
and hope you enjoy this new 
kind of roundtrip to our lovely 
state of Styria.

p.s.: Readers might be 
surprised at seeing numerous 
companies in the list that 
were previously unknown 
to them, while many 
of the „usual suspects“ 
have not been taken into 
account. This is due to the 
deliberately narrow criteria 
for social entrepreneurship, 
which marks  its  own  
way of achieving social 
development goals based on 
entrepreneurial approaches.

Who 
are 
we?

The Social Business Club 
Styria, also known as the „safe 
port for impact-oriented 
entrepreneurship“, sees itself 
as a regional competence 
center and central hub for 
social business and social 
entrepreneurship in Styria.

Our organization is aimed at 
all entrepreneurs and people 
with entrepreneurial mindset 
who want to achieve social 
impact with their economic 
actions. 
 
We offer know-how and 
inspiration, promote discourse 
and networking and provide 
practical support for 
interested companies and
stakeholders.

What has been 
measured here and 
what do we need it for?

Rüdiger Wetzl-Piewald
Director SBCS
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Social business – what‘s that?
We are faced with a variety of social challenges. Climate crisis, children and old-
age poverty, reform of the education system, integration of refugees, inclusion 
of people with disadvantages or demographic change are just some examples. 

Social business tries to use the potential of people to develop innovative solutions 
for those challenges by an entrepreneurial approach. Social business, namely 
legal entities registered by social entrepreneurs, offers in addition to governmental 
support and civil society engagement a third way to solve societal challenges. 

Social Business utilizes certain elements of profit-oriented business and the impact-oriented 
nonprofit sector, compiling it to a practical model that can be used as a tool to create 
social impact.

 
source: Social Entrepreneurship Netzwerk Deutschland (https://www.send-ev.de)

As a result social business sits „between two stools“ of standard economic and nonprofit 
mandates. While the positive impact orientation as a crucial element mostly remains in 
focus, the entrepreneurial approach allows a wide degree of independence from solely 
third-party funds.
Simultaneously the business oriented approach permits the highest degree of 
organizational freedom and innovative strength.
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The social business approach is based on clearly defined requirements, the fulfillment of 
which enables the clear identification of impact-oriented companies:

The solution or improvement of societal challenges according to the United 
Nations Sustainable Development Goals is the main driver for activity
(vs. voluntary activity based on corporate social responsibility)

The solution is implemented on the basis of entrepreneurial activity and by the 
provision of marketable products and/or services
(vs. voluntary work)

The company retains all or at least more than 50% of its costs by self-generated 
market revenues. Significant profit shares are reinvested in the impact orientation
(vs. predominant cost coverage through grants, donations etc.)

The company is managed on the basis of the personal risk of their owners or 
significant shareholders  
(vs. risk outsourcing to the sponsoring company, parent company, public sector etc.)

 
All companies included in this report were checked against the above criteria.  
In many cases further assessment was needed, in which special focus was placed on 
the entrepreneur. 
 
This is based on the assumption that sustainable business models can also be operated 
for commercial reasons only. In the case of a more lucrative business opportunity, 
the impact business model is quickly replaced in favor of the most profitable option.  
 
In contrast, the social entrepreneur remains true to his mission and keeps priority on an 
impact-oriented core business.

Core criteria for social business
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The social business map 
of Styria at a glance

With a total of 105 companies, Styria has an impressive number of impact-oriented 
enterprises. 

60% of all companies are located in the regional capital Graz, whereas only one 
company is located in Liezen and Upper Styria West regions.
In general, there is a strong east-west downgrade.
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List of social businesses located in Styria

1. A-WARE purely vegetable-based food supplement from local 
organic agriculture Hartberg www.a-ware.at

2. aeijst locally produced gin from organic farming Lang www.aeijst.at

3. Akaryon specialist in environmental informatics + software development 
for sustainability measurement and management Langenwang www.akaryon.com

4. apflbutzn ethically produced and fair trade fashion Graz www.apflbutzn.at

5. ARGE advice + research + training + on the subject of waste 
prevention Graz www.arge.at

6. atempo center for equal living, learning and working Graz www.atempo.at

7. aufgegessen.at collection and culinary use of non-harvested 
fruits and vegetables Graz www.aufgegessen.at

8. bautastisch online market for construction materials left over on 
construction sites Hart bei Graz www.bautastisch.at

9. bikecitizens navi app for bikers + mobility consulting for 
municipalities Graz www.bikecitizens.net

10. Biohof Labonca pioneering company for innovative organic agriculture Burgau www.labonca.at

11. BIOSTAR OIL GmbH biodegradable lubricants and industrial oils Ragnitz www.biostar-oil.com

12. Bioweingut und 
-buschenschank Knaus pioneering company for organic viticulture Sulztal a.d. 

Weinstraße www.biowein-knaus.at

13. BrainyClothes fairly produced and traded textile fashion Gössendorf www.brainyclothes-nife.com

14. BuddyMe leisure partner search for real friendships Graz www.buddyme.me

15.
Büro für erneuerbare 
Energie (Ing. Leo 
Riebenbauer GmbH)

planning + development + operation of projects for 
renewable energy Pinggau www.riebenbauer.at

16. chic ethic shop for products from fair trade, organic cultivation 
and selected European handicrafts Graz www.chic.ethic.at

17. Compuritas pioneering company for repair and reuse of computer 
equipment Graz  www.compuritas.at

18. dahir socio-economic real estate management Graz www.dahir.eu

19. das gramm + das 
dekagramm packaging-free grocery and adventure supermarket Graz www.dasgramm.at

20. Das tapfere Michilein production + trade in fashion bags made of re-used material Graz www.dastapferemichilein.at

21. Deftbox fully sustainable stool made of corrugated cardboard Mürzhofen www.deftbox.com

22. Die Tortenkomponisten organic confectionery showroom + organic coffee 
roaster + organic food trade Söding www.dietortenkomponisten.at

23. dogdays of summer fair fashion vintage shop Graz www.dogdaysofsummer.at

24. doro Turbine ecologically oriented micro hydropower plant Gratwein-
Straßengel www.doro-turbine.com

25. Ecosys energy saving systems for companies Voitsberg www.oecosys.com

26. ecoversum sustainability advice + training for companies and 
municipalities Graz www.ecoversum.at

27. Efficient Energy 
Technology GmbH (EET) contemporary photovoltaic solution for homes Graz www.eet.energy

Name                        CompaNy profle                                            plaCe               www
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28. Eisperle vegan ice cream made from high quality ingredients Graz www.eisperle.at

29. Elektro Merl 1928 planning + plant construction for alternative energy, 
water treatment and sustainable industry Bruck www.merl1928.com

30. ermellino lifestyle sustainable lifestyle design Graz www.ermellino.at

31. EWH Pirsch GmbH pioneering company for Styrian fair trade Proleb www.einewelthandel.com

32. Farben Kubelka production and sale of natural paints and varnishes Wildon www.farbenkubelka.at

33. ferroDECONT GmbH chemical-free cleaning of toxic waste water + reuse of 
removed heavy metals Leoben www.ferrodecont.at

34. Forschungsgesellschaft 
Mobilität

research + advice + implementation for sustainable 
mobility concepts Graz www.fgm.at

35. gain&sustain OG consulting + implementation for social change Graz www.gainandsustain.eu

36. GARY MASH vegan + fairtrade certified fashion made from 100% 
organic cotton Unzmarkt www.garymash.com

37. Gerhold GmbH pioneer for climate-neutral hot beverage from vending 
machines Kaindorf www.gerhold.at

38. gertrud – Taschen handmade designer bags made from 100% recycled 
material Graz www.gertrud.at

39. goFair pioneer for climate-neutral hot beverage from vending 
machines Kaindorf www.gofair.at

40. Greendrive internet platform for arranging dynamic carpooling 
opportunities Graz www.greendrive.at

41. Green Market marketplace for Styrian companies that are committed 
to the criteria of sustainable business Graz www.green-market.at

42. Grünes Känguru design and trade of locally produced organic baby 
clothing Wies www.gruenes-kaenguru.com

43. Grünschnitt vegan-vegetarian hairdressing salon Graz www.friseur-gruenschnitt.at

44. heidenspass upcycling design workshop and social work project Graz www.heidenspass.cc

45. himal hemp design and trade in textile goods from Nepalese 
partner companies Graz www.himalhemp.at

46. homefarmer rent your pig and experience species-appropriate 
husbandry and enjoy fair meat Wollsdorf www.homefarmer.at

47. IM POLYMER GmbH CO2 -efficient and biodegradable polymer-based 
packaging solutions Leoben www.impolymer.com

48. Instahelp digital platform for mental health  
(online psychological counseling) Graz www.instahelp.at

49. Ist-Mobil
mobility offers for everyone, based on supply and 
demand (as an extension to public transport and away 
from your own car)

Graz www.istmobil.at

50. Johanna Hauk 
Modelabel

fashion label for handmade + vegan organic fashion in 
Austria Graz www.johannahauck.com

51. Kahli cocoa lemonade from Styria - 100% organic and fair Graz www.kakaolimonade.com

52. libuni the sustainable rice drink as the basis of a responsible 
society Graz www.libuni.eu

53. Life Earth Reisen GmbH fair travel agency and sustainable spice manufacturer Kindberg www.lifeearth.at

54. Konditorei 
Purkarthofer

pioneering company for ecologically and socially 
exemplary confectionery Fernitz www.purkarthofer-eis.at

Name                        CompaNy profile                                               plaCe    www
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55. Mach & Partner 
ZT-GmbH

pioneering company for cultural technology & 
sustainable water management

Gratwein-
Straßengel www.mach-partner.at

56. Makava organic + fair + regionally produced soft drink with 
cultural factor Graz www.makava.at

57. Malerbetrieb 
Herbsthofer

first and only climate-neutral painting company in 
Europe Kaindorf www.herbsthofer.com

58. Managerie pioneering company for social innovation and social 
development in urban areas Graz www.managerie.at

59. mapbag 
(plusminus design)

handmade designer bags made of water and 
tearproof paper (vegan and recyclable) Graz www.mapbagrag.com

60. Marry sustainable lifestyle with vegan + natural + regionally 
produced iced tea Graz www.berried-icetea.com

61. Meemo-tec app solution for documenting mood swings caused by 
depression Graz www.meemo-tec.com

62. milli lux design and manufacture of fabric lampshades made 
of reused cotton Graz www.millilux.at

63. miraconsult sustainability advice + training for companies and 
municipalities Lieboch www.miraconsult.at

64. Muchar Upcycles upcycling-design-bike workshop and trade Graz www.mucharupcycles.com

65. nahgenuss.at innovative and informative online shop for organic 
meat directly from the farm Graz www.nahgenuss.at

66. nahwaerme.at planning + construction + operation of systems for local 
heat supply based on renewable energy sources

Seiersberg-
Pirka www.nahwaerme.at

67. Ompura GmbH locally produced wool and textiles made from 
renewable, naturally pure materials

Gaishorn 
am See www.ompura.com

68. Organic Cocktails mobile cocktail bar with exclusive use of seasonal, 
regional or fairly traded ingredients Leibnitz www.facebook.com/ 

→ Organic Cocktails

69. Pach Wasch- und 
Putzmittel

pioneering company for cleaning agents on a purely 
biological basis Übelbach -

70. Peaces hand-printed organic fashion - vegan and fair Übelbach www.peaces.bio

71. Perludi production of high-quality children‘s furniture from 
renewable raw materials Graz www.perludi.com

72. pilzkiste production and trade in oyster mushrooms grown on 
coffee grounds Graz www.pilzkiste.at

73. Plural Fashion fashion label for handmade + vegan organic fashion in 
Austria Graz www.plural-fashion.com

74. PRO.SUSTAIN
Unternehmensberatung

sustainability advice + training for companies and 
municipalities Graz www.prosustain.at

75. Pro Sustainibility sustainability advice + training for companies and 
municipalities Graz www.prosustainibility.com

76. Rebikel upcycling-design-bike workshop and trade Graz www.repauer.at

77. reblock writing pads and notebooks from paper already used Graz www.reblock.at

78. Regionarrisch regional + natural + healthy products are sustainably 
produced and available without packaging Graz www.regionarrisch.info

79. Reparatur- und 
Servicezentrum Graz

pioneer company for repair and reuse of household 
appliances Graz www.rusz.at/grazhome

80. Saphium 
Biotechnology GmbH

development + production of biotechnologically 
sustainable products for the agricultural sector Kapfenstein www.saphium.eu 

Name                        CompaNy profile                                                plaCe    www
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81. Schubidu Quartet! multimedia agency with a focus on socially relevant 
topics and impact-oriented customers Graz www.schubiduquartet.com

82. Sekem Energy GmbH affordable and environmentally friendly energy supply 
development using regional resources Hitzendorf www.sekemenergy.com

83. Sindbad Graz opportunity giver for school leavers + innovative 
apprentice recruiter + platform for social leadership Graz www.sindbad.co.at

84. skillXchange skillXchange connects people who can help each 
other developing their skills Graz www.skillxchange.at

85. Skimöbel design furniture made from re-used ski boards + 
individual ski construction Graz www.skimoebel.at

86. Social Innovators KG project development + support for social innovation Graz http://si-incubator.at

87. SOLID pioneering company for development, design and 
installation of solar technology Graz www.solid.at

88. sonected online-based tool for the organization, administration 
and communication of associations Graz www.sonected.at

89. Sportbionier organic + regional + socially fair sport nutrition products Fehring www.sportbionier.com

90. StadtLABOR innovation lab for sustainable and livable cities and 
communities Graz www.stadtlaborgraz.at

91. Stenum GmbH pioneering company for analysis of environmentally relevant 
resource efficiency in companies and municipalities Graz www.stenum.com

92. Stoffgeschichten trade in organically produced + treated clothing and 
decorative fabrics Graz www.stoff-geschichten.at

93. Stoffwechsel trade of clothing from environmentally friendly raw 
material production + fair working conditions Feldbach www.stoffwechsel.at

94. Strohboid design and construction of highly innovative pavilions + 
marquees + chalets made of straw, wood and clay Fehring www.strohboid.com

95. suntap solar hot water device specially designed for 
requirements in developing countries Graz www.suntap.solar

96. sustainable – Agentur 
für Nachhaltigkeit

sustainability advice + training for companies and 
municipalities Graz www.sustainable.at

97. Tres Hombres fairly produced rum and chocolate from sailing ship 
commercially active worldwide

Stainz bei 
Straden www.treshombres.at

98. UrbanGold technology for extracting gold and precious metals 
from electrical and electronic waste Leoben www.urbangold.at

99. Velofood fully sustainable + socially fair food delivery service Graz www.velofood.at

100. Verpackungszentrum 
Graz (VPZ)

pioneering company for the development and 
distribution of biogenic food and transport packaging Graz www.vpz.at

101. vision müllfrei workshops and advice for switching to zero waste  
(= zero waste!)

Gratwein-
Straßengel www.visionmuellfrei.at

102. weltweitwandern pioneer in travel planning and design in harmony with 
nature and local population Graz www.weltweitwandern.at

103. Woodheroes production of high-quality toy products from 
renewable raw materials Graz www.woodheroes.at

104. Zerum label for lifestyle fashion produced exclusively under 
fair and sustainable conditions Graz www.zerum.at

105. Zotter Schokoladen 
Manufaktur

pioneering company for high-quality chocolate 
manufacturers with a consistently sustainable supply chain Bergl www.zotter.at

Name                        CompaNy profile                                                plaCe               www
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Social innovation is often seen as 
an urban phenomenon, and in fact 
this assumption is justified based on 
international comparison. The increased 
population density in urban areas 
incorporates more societal challenges.  
At the same time, cities also create 
extensive infrastructure and educational 
opportunities to tackle these challenges. 
So supply and demand meet. 
Styria is not an exception here, as many 
as 60% of the 105 businesses listed are 
located in the regional capital of Graz. 
After all, 40% of the companies are 
located outside the Styrian regional 
capital, the different data in the 
subregions show patterns. In the Styrian 
central area the proximity to the Graz 
metropolitan area is also evident in the 

Social Business in the subregions of Styria

increased number of social businesses. 
The subregion of Upper Styria East with 
its university locations in Leoben and 
Kapfenberg offers ideal conditions for 
high-tech oriented social business and 
can accordingly boast some companies.  
In East Styria and South East Styria, the long-
standing commitment establishing model 
subregions for ecological sustainability 
has paid off, and South West Styria also 
is home to a small but valuable variety of 
social enterprises. 
Upper Styria West subregions and 
Liezen, on the other hand, are clearly 
underrepresented. In this area impact-
oriented companies could score with 
social innovations to combat negative 
effects of emigration and demographic 
change.

Styrian central area (Graz) (60.18%)

Upper Styria East (7.08%)

South West Styria (5.31%)

South East Styria (4.42%)
Easter Styria (8.85%)
Upper Styria West (0.88%)
Liezen (0.88%)

Styrian central area (exl. Graz) (12.39%)

Styrian central area (Graz) Upper Styria East South West Styria South East Styria Easter Styria
Upper Styria West Liezen Styrian central area (exl. Graz)
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Austria is a nation with strong focus on export. With its entrepreneurial spirit looking beyond
national borders, the Styrian economy fits seamlessly into this pattern. 
But what about the export potential of social business? 

A typical association with socially effective entrepreneurship tends to reduce its focus to 
tackling local challenges, but in fact the opposite is the case.
Only 18.5% of the companies examined are solely active in their own subregion or within 
the federal state of Styria.

Around 40% of all companies address the Austrian market and 41.5% of the businesses 
operate both domestically and internationally. Subsequently the Styrian social business 
sector is at the level of the general Styrian export share and thus contributes to positive 
social development beyond its borders.

Entrepreneurial radius of activity

Styria (regional) (18.58%)%

Austria (national) (39.82%)%

Austria + International (41.59%)%

Styria (regional) Austria (national) Austria + International
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The Austrian Chamber of Commerce has developed an extensive system for defining 
different economic activities. 
This system, which partly emerged from the old guild system, is subject to constant 
modernization. Currently, all Austrian companies, regardless of company size, turnover or 
number of employees, are classified in seven divisions and over 90 secondary specialized 
sections.
On the one hand, a relevant study allows conclusions to be drawn as to how far the topic 
of social business has already penetrated into the respective division. It also provides 
insights into preferred forms of implementing impact-oriented innovation.
Around 63% of the examined companies are located in the information and consulting 
as well as in the trade divisions. A further 28% are active in industrial arts and crafts as well 
as in the technical industry divisions. There is great potential in the areas of tourism and 
leisure as well as in transportation sector. 
In the banking and insurance sectors there are only a few signs of life, however.
The agricultural sector was also included in the present study, as it directly and indirectly 
has enormous potential for environmentally and socially innovative entrepreneurship. 
2.7% of all companies belong to this sector and the core business of further 10% is based 
on the promotion of sustainable agriculture.

Classification according to industries
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Many experts see digitalization as a new industrial revolution. In recent years, 
there has been a rapid development of digital or digitally supported business 
models, which also allows numerous innovations in the social business sector. 

The study of the Styrian impact business in relation to the degree of its digitalization 
shows that around 41.6% of all companies offer their products and services via their 
own or external webshops. Another 12.4% rely on a fully digitized business model, which 
is realized purely through access to computer and smartphone applications.
With 46% surprisingly high seems the number of companies that do 
have a website, but offering their products and services only offline.  
The explanation for this can be found, on the one hand, in the product portfolio.  
26% of companies do not allow extensive online marketing (e.g. offering consulting 
services, project development, construction and operation of industrial plants etc.).
19% of companies reject the possibility of digital sales channels due to lack of capacity 
or due to a conscious decision.

Degree of digitalization

46.02%

41.59%

12.39%

product available offline
product available online/offline
digital product (just online)
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Companies that act consciously (and sometimes unconsciously!) as a social business create 
a positive impact on the environment and/or society with the products and services they 
offer. The types of positive impacts are very diverse, similar to the challenges addressed.  

Nevertheless, we tried to classify the 105 companies examined according to their areas 
of impact:

SUSTAINABLY PRODUCED FASHION/DESIGN PRODUCTS → Products are made exclusively 
from organic, fair trade or recycled materials. The production comes from in-house 
production or from local or Central European or certified ex-continental companies.

SUSTAINABLY PRODUCED FOOD/BEVERAGES → Products and ingredients come exclusively 
from organic farming and/or animal husbandry or are certified fair trade.

SUSTAINABLY PRODUCED ARTICLES OF DAILY USE →  Products or materials come exclusively 
from renewable raw materials or recycling stock. Focus on high quality and durable 
design.

SUSTAINABLY DESIGNED SERVICES → The services offered are demonstrably ecologically 
and socially sustainable throughout the entire process chain and are based on high 
standards for quality, communication and transparency.

SOLUTIONS FOR A LIVABLE ENVIRONMENT → Innovative product and consulting offers 
focus on the switch to ecologically and socially sustainable business structures and 
behaviors. Companies are thought leaders and initiators for sustainable change.

SOLUTIONS FOR A LIVABLE SOCIETY → Companies address societal challenges in an 
innovative way (migration, education, inclusion etc.) and implement solutions for a 
peaceful and respectful coexistence of all participants in society.

Impact areas of social business
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ALTERNATIVE ENERGY → Companies are designers, initiators and multipliers for a credible 
energy transition. The focus is on planning, implementation, and operation of sustainable 
energy production.

CONSERVATION OF RESOURCES → Complete or partial reuse of disposed consumer 
products as a business model. Extraction of raw materials from contaminated resources 
and problematic waste.

SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY CONCEPTS → Conception and implementation of sustainable 
mobility opportunities to include marginalized groups and/or switch to environmentally 
friendly vehicles and/or mobility options.

A look at the evaluation shows that the Styrian social business sector has a 
clear focus on the supply of sustainable consumer products (overall 60.2%).  
Around 29.2% of the companies dedicate their entrepreneurial activities to 
ecological sustainability through offers for alternative energy, resource conservation, 
solutions for an environmently friendly living and sustainable mobility concepts.  
While sustainably produced consumer products in particular are closely interwoven with 
a social component, the focus for 10.6% of companies is on developing solutions for a 
society worth living in.

conservation of resources (7.96%)

solutions for a livable environment (9.73%)

sustainably produced articles of daily use (12.39%)

sustainably designed service offers  (5.31%)
sustainably produced fashion and design (21.24%)

solutions for livable society (10.62%)

sustainably produced food/beverages (21.24%)
alternative energy (7.96%)

sustainable mobility concepts (3.54%)

conservation of resources solutions for a livable environment sustainably produced articles of daily use sustainably designed service offers 
sustainably produced fashion and design solutions for livable society sustainably produced food/beverages alternative energy
sustainable mobility concepts
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In 2015, the „2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development“ was adopted at the United 
Nations high-level summit. All 193 member states of the United Nations undertake 
to work towards the implementation of the 2030 Agenda with their 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDG) at national, regional, and international level by 2030.

Social business and global sustainability goals

The 2030 Agenda is 
the culmination of an 
international debate on 
sustainable economic, 
social, and environmental 
development. It is a novelty 
due to its universal validity 
and the holistic approach to 
development, which takes 

equal account of all three 
dimensions of economy, 
social affairs and ecology, 
and which also demands 
respect for human rights, 
the rule of law, good 
governance, peace and 
security.
(https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org)

Social entrepreneurs and 
their companies work 
actively to solve social 
challenges and thus 
provide important impulse 
on how entrepreneurial 
action can be used 
to achieve the global 
sustainability goals.
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Like any other company, a social business needs a market that is receptive to these offers 
in addition to attractive product and service offers. In comparison to voluntary or socio-
economic initiatives, it is important to cover the companies’ costs, such as materials, staff and 
necessary infrastructure entirely through their own market earnings.  Which customer groups 
the respective company focuses on depends on the type of offer, but also on the goals set to 
achieve positive corporate impact (see also chapter „Who benefits from social business“). 

Our investigation shows that around 63.6% of social enterprises target private consumers. 
With 50% every second company operates on a business-to-business basis, 37.3% of the 
providers receive orders from the public sector. This demonstrably eliminates any cliché 
that ecological and social sustainability predominantly is a private matter for those with 
interest in green affairs.
In addition to private consumers, b2b, and public administration, some of the companies 
also identify non-profit organizations as their preferred customer group. 
The main aim of such business offers is to create value for associations and non-profit 
organizations to support their professionalization process, thus strengthening the non-profit 
sector as a whole.

Main customer groups
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In comparison to a predominantly profit-oriented economy, the group of beneficiaries 
plays a major role for impact business. Usually, the company goal is to achieve positive 
change in environment and/or society, thus naming the big “profiteers” of their actions. 
Both areas can be divided into numerous sub-categories with even more numerous goals. 
On the basis of the available study data, we have identified five larger impact categories, 
with plenty of companies corresponding to more than one category.

With their business model 59.3% of companies achieve a direct or indirect impact to 
preserve our environment or to prevent it from deterioration. 33.9% are dedicated to 
reducing environmental damage in the form of waste or pollution.

Through their business model 44.9% of the companies achieve direct or indirect promotion 
of equal opportunities, 16.1% create positive changes in the area of human well-being 
and improved living together. Due to the high proportion of proven vegan or animal-
friendly product lines, the animal protection segment also receives a high value of 39.8%.

Who benefits from social business?
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Unsurprisingly, the mainly high-tech oriented startup world is a real male domain. 
According to the Austrian Startup Monitor from 2018, 70.7% of start-ups are 
purely male founded, 23% start in mixed teams and only 6.3% are purely female.  
(See http://austrianstartupmonitor.at, p. 31)

Is social business women‘s business?

Analyzing the social business 
sector of Styria brings far 
more balanced results. The 
ecologically and/or socially 
innovative companies have a 
female start-up rate of 25.7%, 
another 23% are founded 
by a gender mixed team.   
The male-dominated operation 
is still evident with 51.3% 
of the founders, but is very 
progressive compared to the 
regular startup sector.

The situation is similar when it comes to the gender in the management level. Here the
number of female led companies is shifting slightly towards mixed management teams.
Hovewer, the proportion of male management is consistently high at 52%.

male/female (25.66%)%

male only (52.21%)%

female only (22.12%)%

male/female male only female only

male only (51.33%)

male/female (23.01%)

female only (25.66%)

male only male/female female only
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Congratulations to Styria! The research for this report has uncovered a far larger number 
of social business than it could ever have been assumed. Despite strict criteria described 
in the definition of social business (see p. 6), a total of 105 companies were included in 
the list.
With a clear focus on sustainably produced or traded commodities, the diversity of 
the existing spheres of activity, and thus the number of societal challenges addressed 
are enormous. With regard to key indicators such as export quota, degree of 
digitalization and company size the social business sector has reached the center 
of the Styrian economy. Addressing widely the global sustainability goals via the 
core business of the companies, as well as the unusually high number of female 
founders and managing directors in innovative companies is particularly gratifying.  
 
Any clichés about the mutually exclusive poles of economic profit maximization and 
ecological/social impact orientation or the unfavorable operational sustainability at 
the expense of economic performance can be contradicted using the 105 examples 
collected.

While the data collected is quite encouraging, it should not be forgotten that the 
overwhelming majority of the companies researched implement their impact-
oriented business models out of personal idealism and within structurally difficult 
framework conditions. The term „difficult” describes the lack of infrastructure to 
exploit the existing potential, whereas this is already widely available in the classic 
startup environment. The loss rate between socially innovative inventiveness 
and the actual establishment of social business companies is still far too high.  
There is a lack of institutional support at regional level, for example in the form of 
relevant incubator and accelerator programs, as well as specific funding models for 
the development and growth of social entrepreneurship. 

Last but not least, both economic stakeholders and the general public need to intensify 
efforts to increase the social business‘s own solution potential and any associated 
opportunities for the development of Styria as a better place for business and living.

Final summary – 
what is there and what is needed
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